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boom!

At the moment when they heard this, everyone present was obviously

startled, and then they completely exploded the pot!

boss?

Isn’t there only one Mike’s boss?

That is the mysterious doctor Lin!

The genius doctor Lin, is it also in this hall?

Everyone is going crazy!

One by one, they turned their heads in a panic, frantically looking for

the trace of the genius doctor Lin, and the ground was red with

excitement.

They couldn’t believe that the high-ranking existence was hidden

among them.

This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to fawn, and they must not

miss it!

Not just them!

Even the members of the Zhang family were almost frightened after

hearing the shocking news.

The genius doctor Lin, who is known as the future of China’s medical

industry, has also come to participate in the birthday of their Zhang

family?

If they can become attached to such a character, their Zhang family will

be even more powerful in the future, and they will surely soar into the

sky!

Now!

They also looked around nervously and excitedly, with deep desire in

their eyes.

But I don’t know that the genius doctor Lin has been completely

offended by them!

And just now!

Mike Lin Fan suddenly saw that the eyes of ecstasy is on the surface

touch of color, subconsciously shout out loud:

“BOSS!”

Said!

Just to take a step forward and walk towards Lin Fan.

But Lin Fan took the lead and winked at Mike.

Mike was taken aback for a moment, and he couldn’t help but froze in

place.

At this time, everyone had already noticed something, and every one of

them was about to stare out.

How do they think that the person Mike is looking for is Lin Fan?

Lin Fan…Mr. Lin, is it possible that they are the same person?

Even the old lady Zhang suddenly had an ominous premonition, and

she asked in horror:

“Doctor Mike, Lin Fan…could it be Doctor Lin?”

Mike shook his head quickly:

“I admitted the wrong person. The boss is not here!”

What!

Upon hearing this, everyone suddenly looked disappointed. It turned

out that the genius Doctor Lin was not here.

And at this time, Zhang Lei jumped out again and sneered:

“Grandma, you’re really kidding, how could this rubbish be Lin’s

genius doctor?” “With his virtue, I am afraid that he is even qualified

to give Lin genius doctor shoes. Nothing!”

Waste?

Hearing Zhang Lei’s insult to Lin Fan so much, Mike’s face instantly

became gloomy.

then!

It was a poor tone of voice asking:

“Mrs. Zhang, what you said is trash, but this man?”

If it weren’t for Lin Fan, Mike would not be here at all tonight.

Although the Zhang family is a rich man, it is not enough to make him.

Come to celebrate your birthday in person.

But now, these idiots dare to insult his boss in front of him?

And this time!

When Mrs. Zhang heard Mike’s question, her face was dull, and there

was a deep contempt and disgust on her face:

“Mr. Mike, this waste is that the White House door-law! Is brought my

granddaughter do not have eyes, embarrassed to let this garbage

sewage your eyes, I was ready to go out of him!”

And this words!

Immediately, Mike and the people behind him changed their

expressions wildly, and almost fell to the ground without being scared.

These chapters dare to insult the boss so much?

moron!

Soon, raging anger appeared in the eyes of Mike and others.

Today’s Lin Fan is like a god in their eyes, but the other party dared to

insult their faith in front of them?

This irritated all the top healers present!

But the old lady Zhang and the others did not find that Mike and the

others’ expressions were wrong.

When even Lin Fan scolded:

“Trash, you can go away!”

“Doctor Mike is honorable, you disgusting fellow, don’t get in the eyes

of his old people!”

Ha ha…

before Mike had a seizure, Lin Fan did. It was the first to sneer:

“Well, since the Zhang family is not welcome, then I will leave !” Lin

Fan directly threw the prepared gift on the table, and sneered:

“Congratulations, I left it!”

“Just hope Don’t regret it, your Zhang family!”
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